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“To be honest, I used to be a huge meat eater.

A person that would laugh at vegans. 

But I was convinced to try being vegetarian for one

week, and felt really good. From that point I started

to do research about animal rights. 

I saw documentaries and films from slaughter

houses. I became vegan and slowly started to do

vegan out-reach and attend vigils. 

The first time I saw a dairy cow was a very

emotional moment for me. And I decided that I am

going to do as much for animals as I can”, Simon

says.  Today Simon is a photographer that

documents the cruelties in animal agriculture. 
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It is thanks to people like him that many of us are

vegans today. 

”The pictures of innocent animals being used and

abused is heartbreaking and it is needed to make a

change in society. 

“For me, documenting animals is a perfect way to

contribute and help the animals' situation,” he says. 

As a photographer he does most of the work himself.

He fundraises to be able to cover some of the

travelling costs and other expenses related to the

work. 

“Sometimes I need to go six hours by car, single way,

to reach a farm. Any contributions are welcome”. 



 

“It is really hard. This world is like a factory where

animals are just objects.” 

 

He describes that he needs to keep his feelings

inside, to be able to do this work. 

“If you get too sensitive, it can destroy you. You have

to go in a mission mood and stick to your plan.

When you are home and look at the pictures and

videos, then everything comes back to you and you

realize what you actually witnessed,” he says. 
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”Simon meets many different kinds of farmers in his

work. But most common is farmers that view their

animals as production tools. Violence and cruelty

has often become normalized. Even if he describes

himself as a strong person that is very logical and

calm, he can see that he mentally pays a huge price

for his investigations. 

 

“When you see all the cruelty and animal abuse, you

become a more silent and lonely person. Every

single farm gives a new scare in my mental brain

that will never heal. I can say that some kind of PTSD

is coming out of doing this work,” Simon says.

What he misses sometimes, is that people should

treat investigators better. Credit them and their

pictures, have a good word, and show appreciation

for what they are doing. It is not easy work and it

takes both a lot of courage and self determination to

go into farms regularly and document what you see.

The vegan movement needs the pictures and films

as a documentation and we all should be very

grateful for people that are giving us this

information. 

“The pictures are really strong, but still, in the

pictures you don’t hear the sounds. The crying cows

calling for their calves, the dying animals, the

barking foxes, the animals in cages. Pictures are a

small tiny part of what was happening in that

second, but hearing these animals is even more

powerful. But the only people that hear them are

me and the farmer”, he says. 

"Simon describes how he has seen how pigs are

giving birth fixated and the slaughtering of

frightened cows. He has seen calves being taken

from the mothers before they even are allowed to

touch or lick them and how the cows are being

forced back to give milk to humans, while she is

crying for her stolen baby.



See his pictures and how to support his work on Instagram:

human.cruelties
(Simon is not his real name, he works under the name human.cruelties). 
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Simon describes one time when he was close to a

mental breakdown. 

"I was seeing how a cow was giving birth and how

the calf was forced out. When out the calf was dead.

This farmer threw the calf away in front of the

mother in a bin, far enough so she could not reach

him. The cow screamed in pain and suffering, and

did not know what to do. I was so sad and my hands

were shaking. I had to lay the camera down”.

He emphasizes that being vegan is the least you can

do to help animals. Not all can be an activist, but

everybody can do something, at least spread

information and educate your closest circles. No one

should be silent and it is time for all of us to speak

up. 

“Animals have souls and feelings just like us. We are

all together on this planet. We have no right to

enslave the weakest, that cannot defend

themselves. Today access to vegan food is huge,

there should not be any more excuses.”

 

Simon hopes that many people use his pictures and

through them let others know what is going on.  

 

“We have to reconnect with animals. Understand

what we actually do by using them. Animal rights

are also human rights, and are a key to solving all

problems in this world because they are interlinked

with the challenges we face today.”

Interview: Anne Casparsson


